
{p6} Imagined Collaboration 
Problem:
Produce an imagined collaboration with the artist you were given in lecture. Consider 
motivations, world view, subject matter, artistic process, materials used, biographical 
information and conceptual themes in creating a fictional collaboration by producing 
an actual work of art.

Objectives:
Engage in continued comprehensive research that demonstrates a deep 
understanding of your contemporary artist’s work 
Explore your own influences and artistic motivations
Produce a mock collaboration that reflects a 50/50 consideration of the researched 
artist’s work and your own sensibilities
Exhibit ambition, suburb craft, thoughtful display, ingenuity and conceptual risk

Strategy:
In creating an artwork that equally reflects this contemporary artist and yourself, this 
hybrid resulting artwork should challenge you towards new ideas and processes. It 
should involve experimentation and risk. 

Harvesting Ideas {thoughtfully answer each question in your visual journal}
Due:__________
+ What conceptual themes are present in this artist’s work?
+ How do you recognize the influence of previous art movements in the work of this 

artist?
+ What formal choices are present in this artist’s work?
+ Explain the materials used and artistic process of this artist.
+ What artistic habits do you and your contemporary artist share?
+ Imagine that you and your artist were to share a meal. What would you want to ask 
him/her? Explain how that imagined meal might happen {what would you eat, what 
non-art things would you talk about, what advise would you seek}

Evaluation:
Demonstrate deep understanding of artist
Demonstrate deep understanding of your own artistic habits, influences+motivations
Ambition in Concept
Ambition in Form + craft
Thoughtful display + presentation
Clearly reflects a 50/50 consideration of researched artist + your own sensibilities

Timeline:
There will be limited studio time to work on this project. Although this is a surface 
project, your imagined collaboration may require you to create something that is 
NOT flat, or wall hanging. This may be a sculpture, installation, video, performance or 
any combination of processes/materials.
Proposal + Sketch due for project approval:______________________
Final Critique: Friday {4.4}   
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surface
S T U D I O
abstraction
aesthetics
ambiguous
appropriation
audience
authorship
balance
conceptual choices
collaborative process
elements + principles 
formal choices
identity
informed artistic choices
intensional
loaded image
loaded object
ownership
partnering
perspective
presentation
risk/failure
sampling
space
subject matter
symbolism
tactile response
thematic narrative
visual metaphor
visual language
world view

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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